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► Unique focus on all aspects of women’s midlife health
► A new open access home for your research ensuring high visibility
► Supports transparency by publishing all aspects of trials, including research, methodology and protocols

Women’s Midlife Health is an open access, peer-reviewed journal that considers original and review articles focused on the physical and mental health of women during midlife, including articles on aging, reproductive aging and their inter-relationship. The journal focuses on research that provides new insights into the field which includes reviews, study protocols and case reports.

Giving authors in their area of expertise the opportunity to publish open access
► High visibility thanks to unrestricted online access
► Rigorous peer-review and high-quality author services
► Creative Commons licensed – authors retain copyright
► Citation tracking and inclusion in bibliographic databases
► Easy compliance with open access mandates

Electronic access
► womensmidlifehealthjournal.biomedcentral.com